
Use one 
of these 
blowers : 
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SCLX3015BKNB-B  
SCLX3615BKNB-B  
SCLX3015SSNB-B  
SCLX3615SSNB-B  

Buy one of these Downdrafts : 

IBDD600-B 

SCIR3014SSNB-B  
SCIR3614SSNB-B  

Buy one of these Downdrafts : 

Use one 
of these 
blowers : 
 

IBDD600-B 
  
RB900  
RB1200  

Buy one of these Downdrafts : 

Use one of 
these 
blowers : 
 

IBDD600 
OR 
IBDD600-B with Service Part 
#133.0491.810 Connector 6/9 
Pole 

SCIR3014SS  
SCIR3614SS  

*This type of 
install will not be 

available with 
the new 

IBDD600-B 
 

Install 
Notice  

* Do you have questions, or just need more 
information? If so, turn over or see page 2 * 

*This is where you removed the  
blower from the box and 

mounted on the front of the 
downdraft to vent thru the back 

 

RB900  /  RB1200  
 
WIREBOXSCLX 
(required w/ RB) 

+ 

RB900  
RB1200  



If I want to use the new Internal Blower with the previous Scirocco Plus Downdraft what do I do? 
Order the IBDD600-B and the Service Part 9-6 Pole Connector (#133.0491.810) 
 
What if I have the previous Scirocco Plus installed and I need to replace the blower ? 
If we are out of stock on the previous IBDD600, then order the new IBDD600-B and the Service Part 9 - 6 Pole 
Connector (#133.0491.810) 
 
What if I want to use the previous IBDD600  with the new Updated Scirocco Plus Downdraft (-NB) ? 
This is NOT an approved downdraft and blower combination. 
 
Why did you change to the new model number IBDD600-B ? 
There are two main changes that required us to add the –B.  
 A change to a 9-Pole Connection from a 6-Pole Connection required to work with the (–B) Downdrafts new control. 
This will allow for future software updates and was needed to conform with new Energy Regulations. Plus, the 
blower has new improved fastening mounts to the metal motor box. 
 
Why did you change the model number on the new Scirocco Plus Downdraft? 
We needed to upgrade our control board to allow for software updates that meet energy regulations.  The Control 
Board was modified to accept these changes and a more reliable electronic transformer. The model number now 
indicates “NB” aka “No Blower”. 
 
What is the Venting Option that is being discontinued - see page 1 “Install Notice”? 
With the improved blower connection on the new IBDD600-B  blower you cannot remove it from the metal 
attachment box. The previous IBDD600 could be mounted directly to the front of the downdraft and vented 
backwards thru the unit.  This option has been removed.  
All other motor options remain the same. 
 
What is this new WIREBOXSCLX accessory listed  for the Scirocco Lux? 
This is a new accessory for use with the new Scirocco Lux that is needed to connect the Remote Blower 
and is required by UL for safety reasons. 
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WIREBOXSCLX 

IBDD600 

IBDD600-B 

133.0491.810 


